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a b s t r a c t

This paper discusses the observation and study of ring vortices from their first appearances in English
literature and Dutch painting in the early 1600s to the publication of Helmholtz’s seminal paper on vortex
motion in 1858. In this period ring vortices were observed primarily when produced by tobacco smokers,
volcanic exhalations, and bursting bubbles of phosphine. This review shows that eminent scientist such
as Michael Faraday and Charles Babbage experimented with ring vortices in the first half of the 1800s.
Evenmore noteworthy, however, are the experiments of RudolphMeyer on the interaction of two nearby
vortices moving in the same direction and the experiments of Ernesto Capocci on the formation of the
ring vortex. In 1829 Meyer observed that when the rings move parallel to each other they break up and
reconnect to form a single one, and when they move in tandem the front vortex expands and the rear
one passes through it. In 1845 Capocci explained the ring formation with a qualitative version of what is
now known as the slug-flow model. These three subjects became active areas of research only in the last
decades of the twentieth century.

© 2013 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In 1858 Helmholtz published Über Integrale der hydrodynamis-
chen Gleichungen, welche den Wirbelbewegungen entsprechen [1],
which Kelvin, half a century later, would praise as ‘‘one of themost
beautiful of all the beautiful pieces of mathematical work hitherto
done in the dynamics of incompressible fluids’’ [2]. In this paper
Helmholtz first established a number of fundamental results: the
laws of vortexmotion, the evolution equation for the vorticity, and
the vector decomposition theorem. Then he dealt with filamen-
tary vortices which are straight and parallel, a subject that today
we would refer to as point vortices, and determined the evolution
of one and two vortices. Finally, he studied filamentary vortices
of circular shape or, in modern terms, ring vortices of small cross
section. Helmholtz first demonstrated that in a purely azimuthal
vorticity field the sum of the projected areas of all ring elements,
multiplied by their vorticity, is constant. He then used this result,
along with the conservation of energy, to show that a single ring
vortexmoves steadilywithout change of shape, and to describe the
motion of coaxial rings of equal intensity: leap-frogging when one
moves after the other, and infinitely expanding when they move
towards each other. He finished his paper reporting simple exper-
iments that confirmed his results: ‘‘In addition it may be noticed
that it is easy in nature to study these motions of circular vortex-
rings, by drawing rapidly for a short space along the surface of a
fluid a half-immersed circular disk, or the nearly semicircular point
of a spoon, and quickly withdrawing it. There remain in the fluid
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half vortex-rings whose axis is in the free surface. The free surface
forms a boundary plane of the fluid through the axis, and thus there
is no essential change in the motion. These vortex-rings travel on,
widen when they come to a wall, and are widened or contracted
by other vortex-rings, exactly as we have deduced from theory’’.1

TodayHelmholtz’s paper is generally considered to have started
a new branch of fluid mechanics: vortex dynamics. However apt
this qualification is, it obviously does not mean that vortices were
not studied before Helmholtz, either theoretically or experimen-
tally. The purpose of this paper is to review the observations and
experiments made before 1858 on the particular class of vor-
tices of ring or annular shape. This type of vortices has been ob-
served for more than four centuries in man-made situations, like
the puffing of tobacco smoke, and possibly longer in natural sit-
uations, like volcanic exhalations (see timeline in Fig. 1). Already
in the 1600s English writers mentioned them and Dutch painters
portrayed them. Yet it was not until the early 1800s that it was
recognised that the curious rings of smoke are in fact vortices. Dur-
ing the first half of the 1800s they were invoked to explain, ei-
ther directly or by analogy, the most varied phenomena: ‘‘crowns’’
observed during an aurora borealis in Tartu, Estonia [3], fire whirl-
winds that occurred in the eastern United States [4], or the coni-
cal spread of turbulent jets [5]. In the following sections we deal
in turn with each particular mode of ring vortex generation – to-
bacco smoke, volcanic ash, phosphoric acid – with a chronological
treatmentwithin each section. In the last sectionwe briefly discuss

1 English translation by Peter Guthrie Tait [1].
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Fig. 1. Timeline of observations and experiments with ring vortices before 1858:
(1) tobacco smoke, (2) volcanic ash, and (3) phosphine. The lower row shows a
timeline of the discovery of fundamental equations of fluid mechanics.

Fig. 2. The Five Senses (personified by peasants): Smell. Mezzotint by Abraham
Bloteling (1640–1690), after an oil painting by Petrus Staverenus (fl. 1634–1654).
© Trustees of the British Museum.

works published between 1858 and 1867, i.e. after Helmholtz’s pa-
per on vortex motion but before Kelvin’s paper on vortex atoms.

2. Rings of tobacco smoke

Tobacco was introduced in Europe in the early 1500s and by
the end of the century its consumption had become widespread in
various European countries. Thus Paul Hentzner, a German lawyer
who visited England in 1598, observed that ‘‘at these spectacles
[London theatres] and everywhere else, the English are constantly
smoking Tobacco’’ [6], and the modern historian Simon Schama
has concluded that ‘‘the smell of the Dutch Republic [1581–1795]
was the smell of tobacco’’ [7]. Not surprisingly, the earliest written
mentions and graphical representations of smoke rings appeared,
respectively, in English literature and Dutch painting of the 1600s.

Indeed, the works of the English writers Thomas Dekker
(c. 1572–1632) and Ben Jonson (1572–1637) abound in allusions
to the use of tobacco, and in particular to the various modes of
inhalation and exhalation that tobacco smokers were expected to
use. The earliest specific reference to the smoke ring appears in
Dekker’s The Gull’s Hornbook [8], a satirical picture of manners of
Jacobean London. In the chapter containing advise to a young gen-
tleman on the desired behaviour at an eating house we read the
following: ‘‘You must observe to know in what state tobacco is in
town, better than the merchants; and to discourse of the apothe-
caries where it is to be sold; and to be able to speak of their wines,
as readily as the apothecary himself reading the barbarous hand of
a doctor: then let him shew his several tricks in taking it, as the
whiff, the ring, &c. for these are compliments that gain gentlemen
no mean respect’’.

A couple of decades later, the Flemish artists Adriaen Brouwers
(1605–1638) and David Teniers (1610–1690) painted numerous
scenes where tobacco smokers play a central role. But it seems to
have been Petrus Staverenus, a Dutch genre painter active in The
Hague between 1634 and 1654, who first portrayed a smoke ring.
This appears in an oil painting which allegorically represents the
sense of smell; this little panel is actually one of a set representing
the five senses—a popular theme in European art of the early
modern period. The painting shows a grinning man who holds a
pipe with his right hand and expels from his mouth a faint plume
of smoke that ends in a ring vortex. Staverenus’ Five Senses became
popular andwere reproduced on numerous occasions in the 1600s
and 1700s, mainly by Dutch printmakers. It is a curious fact, whose
explanation is best left to the art historian, that these prints were
in general accurate reproductions of Staverenus’ paintings, except
for the ones representing the sense of smell, which sometimes
were mirror images of the original. Fig. 2 shows one example:
a mezzotint by Abraham Bloteling, a Dutch printmaker active in
Amsterdam and London in the second half of the 1600s.

In spite of the enduring popularity of the rings of tobacco smoke,
no attempt seems to have been made to describe or explain their
motion before the 1800s. The only possible connection between
them and the later scientific study of ring vortices is this sugges-
tive comment of Frederick Fairholt in Tobacco: its history and asso-
ciations [9], published in 1859: ‘‘The Germans still practise many
quaint modes of emitting tobacco-smoke; one accomplishment of
this kind consists in breathing it gently forth till it forms a ring,
and before it loses that form, sending another ring at right an-
gles through it. [. . . ] The Studenten of the Universities devote some
time to acquiring the power of such feats’’. Onemay onlywonder if
Helmholtz, himself a student in Berlin during 1838–1842, observed
or participated in these activities. For if he did, this could well have
motivated the final section of his paper on vortex motion.

3. Rings of volcanic ash

The earliest literate civilizations, be they located around the
Mediterranean Sea or the Pacific Ocean, developed in the proximity
of active volcanoes. Thanks to this we have at our disposal a
broad body of literature, spanning more than 2500 years, on
volcanic subjects. Etna and Vesuvius, for example, are frequently
alluded to by poets, historians and philosophers of the classical
antiquity [10,11]. Yet the occurrence of rings of volcanic ash
remained unnoticed, or at least unrecorded, until the 1700s. From
then onwards they have been observed and reported on numerous
occasions (Table 1 lists some examples of sightings during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries). Nowadays a simple internet
search returns numerous web pages containing photographs and
videos of the phenomenon.

Ignazio Sorrentino, secular priest of Torre del Greco and a keen
student of Vesuvius, was the first to mention the occurrence of
rings of volcanic ash in his book Istoria del Monte Vesuvio [12]. He
relates his first observation, made on 11 September 1724, as fol-
lows: ‘‘at 21 h I saw, rising from the top of the Mount, a ring of
black smoke that ascended more than two thousands steps in the
air [ca. 1400m]. It remained perpendicular to the fierce furnace, its
size seemed to me that of a ring of our barrels and, extended from
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Table 1
Reports of rings of volcanic ash over Vesuvius and Etna in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. References are included only for events not dealt with in the
main text.

Rings of volcanic ash

Vesuvius Etna

1724 Ignazio Sorrentino
1725 Ignazio Sorrentino
1733 Ignazio Sorrentino
1755 Giovanni Ma. della Torre
1761 Gaetano de Bottis [14]

1763 Giuseppe Recupero [15]
1775 Gaetano de Bottis [16]
1819 Carlos de Gimbernat [17] 1819 Stephano Moricand [18]
1828 Charles Babbage

1842 Leopoldo del Re
1845 Ernesto Capocci
1878 Werner Siemens [19]

Fig. 3. A viewof Vesuvius from the third parish of Boscotrecase knownas LaNunziatella
(detail).
Source: Engraved plate by Giuseppe Aloja (fl. 1755–1767), taken from Della
Torre [20], book digitized by The Getty Research Institute and made available
through www.archive.org.

top to bottom, lasted for over one half of a quarter of an hour’’.2
Later on in the same work he briefly mentions various sightings of
rings during the summer of 1725, but his more detailed observa-
tions were made on 14 June 1733, when he counted over ten rings
and had the opportunity to observe either the formation or the de-
cay of some of them. At this point he first compares the volcanic
exhalations with the discharge from a piece of artillery, a process
that was known to occasionally produce rings of smoke; then he
compares the disintegration of a smoke ring with that of a water-
spout, apparently without being aware that both phenomena are
vortices (N.B. The vortical character of waterspouts was still in dis-
pute in the mid 1700s; see Franklin [13]).

Two decades later Giovanni Maria Della Torre, regular cleric
from Somasca and physics professor at Naples, described his own
observations,made on15December 1754, as follows: ‘‘When I con-
tinued my journey I noticed, a little to the side of the smoke com-
ing out of the top of Vesuvius, some of these circles that Sorrentino
had already observed in 1730 for the first time. Their shape is rep-
resented in Plate II. To the sight they seemed to rise twice as high as
the mountain is from Atrio. They were of a very white colour, and
they were made of a matter so dense and persistent that there was
one that stayed in the air for more than one quarter of an hour, and
another one that stayed more than three. They disappeared very
slowly as the matter forming them rarefied and diluted. We saw
more circles on the same and subsequent days’’ [20]. Fig. 3, show-
ing four rings, is a detail of the plate mentioned in this passage.

2 Throughout the present paper quotes correspond to my own translation of the
original texts when no English version is mentioned in the list of references.
It portrays Vesuvius as seen from Boscotrecase, about 6 km to the
southeast of the crater.

Several reports of rings over Vesuvius and Etna were published
in the late 1700s and early 1800s (see Table 1) but they were brief
andnonementioned the vorticalmotion of the gas. The first to have
reported this (for the volcanic rings) was the English polymath
Charles Babbage, who observed Vesuvius during a period of mod-
erate activity in the spring of 1828. His account, published three
decades later in an autobiographical book, reads as follows [21]:

‘‘The situation of my apartments during my residence at Naples
enabled me constantly to see the cone of Vesuvius, and the con-
tinual projections of matter from its crater. Amongst these were
occasionally certain globes of air, or of some gas, which, being shot
upwards to a great height above the cone, spread out into huge
coronets of smoke, having a singular motion amongst their parti-
cles. [. . . ]

‘‘Soon after my return to London [in late 1828] I made a kind of
drum, by stretching wet parchment over a large tin funnel. [. . . ] I
added two small tubes towards the large end of the tin funnel, in
order that I might fill it with smoke, and thus trace more distinctly
the progress of the ball of air. Tomy great delight the first blowpro-
duced a beautiful coronet of smoke, exactly resembling, on a small
scale, the explosions from cannon or the still more attractive ones
from Vesuvius.

‘‘If phosphoretted hydrogen or any other gas, which takes fire
in air, were thus projected upwards, a very singular kind of fire-
work would be produced. It is possible in dark nights or in fogs
that by such means signals might be made to communicate news
or to warn vessels of danger’’.

The observations of rings over Mount Etna by Leopoldo del Re
in 1842 [22] motivated Ernesto Capocci, the director of the Obser-
vatory of Capodimonte, Naples, to reproduce the phenomenon ex-
perimentally in order to explain it. This is his account [23]:

‘‘Aerial rings or crowns like these are occasionally observed to
occur with the firing of artillery, and can also be imitated in a
smaller scale. For this it is enough to confine a mass of smoke in
a more or less cylindrical container. If, on one end of this cylin-
der, a sudden impulse of very short duration is communicated to
the air inside, it will soon be observed that a globe of an admirable
regularity exits from the other side of the tube. As soon as it de-
taches from the orifice of the tube, almost as it is being formed,
this globe looks as if it were hollow and perforated in its middle.
Since the hole grows continually, the mass, which initially resem-
bled a globe, soon looks like a spherical ring in the formof a labrum.
This continues dilating, for that is its tendency from the moment it
emanates from the tube.

‘‘As the ring increasingly expands, either ascending in the air
or following the impulse of some current, its shape turns into dif-
ferent ellipses but its thickness remains almost invariable. And the
form of this torus is of a such a remarkable regularity that the sec-
tions perpendicular to the axiswould result inmany perfect circles.
A closer examination reveals another circumstance: by carefully
looking at the ring in perspective, it is observed that all along its
circuit the particles of opaque gaseous matter that constitute it are
in a very fast rotating motion around the axis of the torus, from
the inner side of the ring to the exterior. The centrifugal force that
arises from that vortical motion pushes those particles away from
its axis and towards the surface of the torus. Consequently, the ring
remains empty in an inner tubular region. [. . . ] During the gener-
ation of the ring, it is possible to leave a sector of it almost empty
of the opaque matter of smoke. This artifice renders visible the in-
ner side within the denser exterior; as if to exhibit a cross section,
which exactly resembles Ionic volutes. In thisway it is seen that the
ring is composed of various tubular elements all rotating around
the common axis, one inside the other, with a perfectly empty re-
gion in the middle’’.

‘‘According to these facts the explanation of the phenomenon
observed in Etna and Vesuvius seems very clear. The rings arise
from the sudden, and I would say syncopated, impulse which,

http://www.archive.org
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Fig. 4. Experimental set-up used to generate phosphine (PH3 , also known as
phosphoretted hydrogen). The explosive combustion of phosphine in the air
produces a ring of gaseous phosphoric acid.
Source: Illustration taken from Hare [27], book digitized by Open Knowledge
Commons and made available through www.archive.org.

impressed on the gaseous mass within the container, forces the
upper layer of this mass to detach itself from the rest and to be
projected, with more or less violence, outside the tube. This layer,
while obeying the impulse communicated to it, is also delayed on
its rim, which experiences the friction on the walls of the tube.
Meanwhile the internal parts, closer to the axis of the tube, acquire
a much greater relative speed, and consequently a simultaneous
movement of rotation results in all parts, from the centre to the
perimeter. Thismovement, combinedwith the force of affinity that
air molecules have with each other, obliges them to turn in the
circular currents that constitute the ring and its various tubular
elements’’.

This explanation of the vortex formation is qualitative but
correct. It may be considered as an early antecedent of the slug- or
plug-flowmodel thatwas used from the 1970s onwards in order to
calculate the properties of ring vortices produced by the injection
of fluid through a nozzle [24,25].

4. Rings of phosphoric acid

In 1783 Philippe Joachim Gengembre, a nineteen-year old
chemist and later collaborator of Antoine Lavoisier, discovered a
substance he called inflammable phosphoric gas; soon afterwards
this gas was identified as phosphoretted hydrogen and it is now
known as phosphine (PH3). Gengembre, whose experimental set-
up was essentially the same as the one shown in Fig. 4, described
his observations as follows [26]:

‘‘I heated very slowly this mixture [phosphorus in a solution of
caustic potash] with an alcohol lamp, producing a light efferves-
cence. The alkali took a more intense colour, and the gas began to
cross [to the mercury bath], at first with the putrid odour which
I have already mentioned, and without taking fire, but soon af-
terwards, each bubble escaping from the beak of the retort fired
with noise, and produced a white smoke which took the shape of
a perfectly circular ring, well finished and with a diameter that in-
creased as it raised in the air. This singular phenomenon depends,
without doubt, on the uniform resistance of the air: I ignore the
explanation, but I have observed it several times in the smoke of
artillery pieces’’.

Within twenty years a description of this experiment, includ-
ing the formation of the ring, was reproduced in most chemical
treatises published in France, England and Germany. More sig-
nificantly, it was also described in Jane Marcet’s Conversations on
Chemistry, one of the first popular-science bestsellers. In 1804 a
frequent correspondent of the Journal of Natural Philosophy, Chem-
istry and the Arts, whowas identified only by his or her initials, R.B.,
wrote a brief account of the phenomenon. It contains the first pub-
lished description of the rotating motion of the fluid particles and,
rather presciently, suggests that the rotation causes the ring’s sta-
bility [28]:

‘‘I do not know that any one has explained the phenomenon of
those dense cloudy rings which are produced when phosphorated
hydrogen arises through water, and explodes in the air; an effect
similar to what is sometimes seen on the firing of cannon. Upon
close inspection the fact appears to take place thus. The bubble of
hydrogen, containing phosphorus in solution, rises and takes fire.
Phosphoric acid is separated in the form of white smoke; through
which dense mass the expansive action is directed upwards. A
fluid opaque ring, denser than the atmosphere is thus formed, the
inner surface of which is made to ascend by the rapid stroke, while
the external part has received little or no impulse. The natural
consequence is a quick rotation of the ring, from within outwards,
which shews itself to the sight, and seems, in some manner or
another, as if it kept the parts together’’.

Michael Faraday demonstrated this phenomenon at least twice
at the Royal Institution of Great Britain: the first time in 1827
during one of his Christmas Lectures on Chemistry and the second
in 1847 during a Friday Evening Lecture on the steam jet and
its application to building ventilation [5]. On the latter occasion
Faraday emphasized two aspects of a turbulent jet: the diverging
cone that forms downstream of the emission point and the
whirling motion of fluid particles in the cone. He then drew an
analogy with the ring vortex produced by phosphine, for this also
expands as it ascends and its constituent particles possess eddying
motion. He suggested that ‘‘each of these enlarging rings might
be viewed as a magnified element of the cone of steam issuing
from the jet’’. This conjecture was soon abandoned and for about
a century the turbulent motions in a jet were supposed to be fully
stochastic. The (re)discovery of coherent structures in the 1960s
brought new life to Faraday’s idea, albeit without attribution [29].

In the 1820s Rudolph Meyer (1791–1833), professor of Natural
Sciences at the Kantonsschule Aarau (Switzerland), performed a
series of remarkable experiments with ring vortices. He dealt
with them in an appendix, devoted to the analysis of electric
and magnetic phenomena, of his philosophical work Die Geister
der Natur (The Spirits of Nature) [30]. After describing the ring’s
upward motion and expansion, as well as the particle’s rotation
around the ring’s axis, Mayer wrote that ‘‘these rings fully
represent the streaming of electrical and magnetic currents, and
show, as it were, the existence of these imponderables in gaseous
form’’. It is most likely a coincidence, but this comment anticipates
the electromagnetic analogy discovered by Helmholtz [1], namely,
that the vorticity induces the velocity field in the sameway that the
electric current induces the magnetic field.

Meyer then discussed his experiments on the interaction of two
nearby vortices moving in the same direction.

‘‘When the rings follow in rapid succession so that one below
comes near one above (at a distance of about one inch from each
other) and if both still rotate quickly, then the upper ring expands
itself and the lower one quickly passes through it, because the
former usually slows down a little’’.

‘‘When two rings touch each other on their edges, they usually
break up and then form a single one. Just as there is only a single
ring when a bubble is cut through its middle while it bursts. These
experiments succeed best when the retort is small, with a capacity
of about two ounces, and has amouth of small diameter so that the
gas bubbles develop rapidly after each other’’.

Unaware of these experiments Helmholtz deduced, thirty years
later, that thin ring vortices in an inviscid fluid alternately and in-
definitely pass through each other. In real fluids, where perfect
symmetry is unattainable and viscosity, however small, unavoid-
able, the ring vortices usually performa single passing-through and
thenmerge or are destroyed. Such behaviour was observed by Tait,
Kelvin, and many authors until the early 1970s. A second passing-
through was first achieved by Yamada and Matsui in 1979 [31].

According to J.J. Thomson, Maxwell produced the first motion
picture of a scientific subject with the leap-frogging motion of ring

http://www.archive.org
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Fig. 5. The ring-vortex generator described by Reusch [35] and Tegetmeier [36].
© Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, Conservatoire numérique http://
cnum.cnam.fr.
Source: Engraving by Louis Poyet (1846–1913) taken from Guébhard [37].

vortices. One of Maxwell’s animations for his zoetrope, or wheel of
life, shows themotion of three coaxial rings, which he described in
a letter to Kelvin (6 October 1868) [32]: ‘‘[Helmholtz’s] 3 rings do
as the 2 rings in his own paper, that is, those in front expand and go
slower, those behind contract and when small go faster and thread
through the others. I drew 3 to make the motion more slow and
visible, not that I have solved the case of 3 rings more than to get a
roughnotion about this case and tomake the sumof the three areas
constant. I have made them fat when small and thin when big’’.
Maxwell drawings can be seen at www.clerkmaxwellfoundation.
org/JumpingCircles.gif.

The second type of interaction described by Meyer in 1829,
vortex reconnection, was reported again byWood in 1901 [33], but
would not become an active area of research until the last decades
of the 1900s [34].

5. Final comments

The theorems and laws of vortex motion discovered by
Helmholtz immediately attracted the attention of distinguished
mathematicians: between 1859 and 1861 Clebsch, Riemann and
Hankel published papers citing some of those results [38–40]. The
more applied sections of Helmholtz’s paper, dealing with the mo-
tion of straight and ring vortices, took a little longer to be noticed.
Indeed, in the period 1858–1866 several authors published papers
on ring vortices without mentioning Helmholtz’s results on the
subject.

The first andmost important paper appeared just a fewmonths
after Helmholtz’s. In it William B. Rogers [41] described his exper-
iments on the formation of ring vortices in air and liquids; coinci-
dentally, he also compared the initial flow structurewith the shape
of Ionic columns, as Capocci had done a decade before. In 1860 Ed-
uard Reusch [35] published another paper on the formation of ring
vortices in air. He first described away tomake a toy ring-generator
using playing cards (see Fig. 5) and thenpresented his actual exper-
imental set-up for the study of the formation process. Reusch dis-
covered that the ring vortex is circular even if the hole is a square
or a triangle, and that a rectangular hole gives rise to one, two or
three circular ring vortices depending on its aspect ratio. Finally,
in 1860 Otth enumerated the situations in which ring vortices are
observed and commented on the formation process [42], whereas
Tegetmeier, in 1863, constructed a box similar to Reusch’s and de-
scribed the whirling motion of the particles [36].
Kelvin and Tait read Helmholtz’s paper in the year of its pub-
lication and were both greatly impressed by it. The former wrote
to Helmholtz to thank him for sending a copy and to propose dis-
cussing it the next time theywouldmeet [43]; the latter translated
it into English for his personal use and planned to apply Hamilton’s
quaternions to the study of vortex motion [44]. But they made lit-
tle progress on the subject until Tait, nine years later, undertook
the task of experimentally reproducing the feats ring vortices were
capable of according to Helmholtz. Tait, however, did not follow
Helmholtz directions for producing (half) ring vortices: he con-
structed his own ring box [45], which was an improved version of
Reusch’s card box. Kelvin saw a demonstration of ring vortices in
Tait’s lecture room in January 1867 and a month later read a pa-
per before the Royal Society of Edinburghwhere he postulated that
matter consists of vortex atoms moving in an all-pervading ideal
fluid [46]. This conjecture placed the ring vortex in a prominent
scientific position; it turned out to be erroneous but it also proved
to be very fruitful for fluid mechanics and mathematics. The major
advances on vortex dynamics in the following decades were made
in the pursuit of the vortex atom theory [47–49]. And the theory of
knots, now one of the most active areas of research in mathemat-
ics, received a decisive impulse from the speculations of Kelvin and
Tait about the shapes that ring vortices could take [50].
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